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Shock waves are pressure waves representing gas
dynamic non-linearity occur in nature and artificial
events such as high speed flights [1]. To supplement
multifaceted shock wave phenomena, quantitative
visualizations are presented [2]. Shock speeds are
defined, in general, by the ratios of the shock speeds
to the sound speeds of the media under study as Mach
numbers Ms. In gases, the shock waves are created
associated with supersonic flows, Ms > 1.0, while,
in liquids, a shock wave is generated by the energy
deposition at a spot. It was spherical and supersonic
only at very early stages. It soon attenuated to the sonic
speed of Ms ≈ 1.0.
Glass and Heuckroth [3] abruptly ruptured a
pressurized glass sphere having a very thin wall and
generated a weak underwater shock wave in a controlled
manner. Bowden and Chaudhri [4] attached a minute
air bubble on a silver single crystal and a lead azide
single crystal and observed their sympathetic
explosions by impinging the air bubble with an
underwater shock wave. These experiments [3], [4]
were pioneering works that initiated the underwater
shock wave research on a laboratory scale. Unlike
shock waves in gases, underwater shock waves are
always spherical and behave like spherical linear
waves. In liquids, sudden pressure decreases incept
vapor bubbles interacting with the underwater shock
waves. Therefore, underwater shock wave research is
coupled with the bubble dynamics.
Chaussey et al. [5] applied, for the first time

during the history of shock wave research, underwater
shock wave focusing to non-invasive disintegration
of kidney stones in human bodies and named this
lithotripter as extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy
(ESWL). This is a peaceful application of shock wave
dynamics to human welfare and is widening the scope
of shock wave applications.
The first author was interested in coupling the
shock dynamics and the bubble dynamics. He succeeded
to generate underwater shock waves on a small scale.
Lead azide pellets and silver azide pellets weighing
from 3 μg to 100 mg in liquids were precisely
detonated by the irradiation of pulse laser beams [2].
A quantitative visualization was conducted using
double exposure holographic interferometry. Figure 1
shows the evolution of a 1.5 mm diameter air bubble
in 10 cSt silicone oil interacting with spherical shock
waves. The bubble was positioned at the 20 mm
stand-off distance from the center of silver azide pellet
weighing 10 mg attached at 0.6 mm diameter optical
fiber through which a few mJ and 7 ns pulse duration
Nd:YAG laser beam was transmitted. Dark fringes
indicate density variation integrated through the light
path, from which the density distribution was readily
estimated. The shock wave hit the air bubble from the
left hand side. The bubble spontaneously contracted
and created a spherical reflected expansion wave in
Figure 1(a). The secondary shock wave was created
when the bubble became its minimum volume in
Figure 1(b). The contracting bubble started to expand
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forming a jet which moved at relatively high speed
toward the direction of the shock wave propagation
in Figure 1(c).
We look forward to quantitative numerical
simulation of shock wave/bubble. If such efforts are
achieved it would decisively contribute to the future
applications of underwater shock waves to medicine
and biology.
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Figure 1: Interaction of a 1.5 mm diameter air bubble
in 10 cSt silicone oil with shock waves created by the
explosion of 10 mg silver azide at the 20 mm stand-off
distance. The shock overpressure was about 25 MPa.
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